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Abstract
Neural mechanisms that mediate dynamic social interactions remain understudied despite their evolutionary significance.
The interactive brain hypothesis proposes that interactive social cues are processed by dedicated brain substrates and
provides a general theoretical framework for investigating the underlying neural mechanisms of social interaction. We test
the specific case of this hypothesis proposing that canonical language areas are upregulated and dynamically coupled
across brains during social interactions based on talking and listening. Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) was
employed to acquire simultaneous deoxyhemoglobin (deOxyHb) signals of the brain on partners who alternated between
speaking and listening while doing an Object Naming & Description task with and without interaction in a natural setting.
Comparison of interactive and non-interactive conditions confirmed an increase in neural activity associated with
Wernicke’s area including the superior temporal gyrus (STG) during interaction (P = 0.04). However, the hypothesis was not
supported for Broca’s area. Cross-brain coherence determined by wavelet analyses of signals originating from the STG and
the subcentral area was greater during interaction than non-interaction (P < 0.01). In support of the interactive brain
hypothesis these findings suggest a dynamically coupled cross-brain neural mechanism dedicated to pathways that share
interpersonal information.
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Introduction
Communication based on natural spoken language and inter-
personal interaction is a foundational component of social
behavior; however, theoretical representations of the neural
underpinnings associated with communicating individuals
remain in the early stages (Hasson et al., 2012; García and Ibáñez,
2014; Hasson and Frith, 2016). Investigation of dynamic social
interactions between two individuals extends the fundamental
unit of behavior from a single-brain to a two-brain unit, the
dyad. For example, canonical human languagemodels are based
on single brains and consist of specialized within-brain units for
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language functions such as production of speech (Broca’s region),
reception/comprehension of auditory signals (Wernicke’s region)
as well as systems associated with high-level cognitive and
linguistic functions (Gabrieli et al., 1998; Binder et al., 2000;
Price, 2012). However, understanding how these single within-
brain subsystems mediate the rapid and dynamic exchanges of
information during live verbal interactions between dyads is an
emerging area of investigation. Two-brain studies during natural
conversation are challenging not only because it is necessary
to simultaneously record synchronized and spontaneous
neural activity within the two-brain unit but also because
the communicating partners are engaged in different tasks:
one talking and the other listening. These joint and non-
symmetrical functions within a dyad include complementary
transient and adaptive responses as opposed to mirroring or
imitation and thus extend the computational complexity of
these investigations.
It has been suggested that coupling between neural res-
ponses of the speaker and listener represent mutual informa-
tion transfer functions (Dumas et al., 2014), and these functions
implement neural adaptations that dynamically optimize infor-
mation sharing (Hasson and Frith, 2016). The complexities of
synchronized neural activity have been recognized in previous
studies where participants recited and subsequently heard the
same story (Hasson et al., 2004). A hierarchy of common acti-
vation for the compound epoch with both talking and listening
functions was associated with multiple levels of perceptual and
cognitive processes. These various levels of abstraction were
assumed to operate in parallel with distinguishable time scales
of representation (Hasson et al., 2008), and it has been proposed
that live communication between dyads includes coupling of
rapidly exchanged signals between these various levels of rep-
resentation (Hasson and Frith, 2016).
However, investigation of these putative underlying fine-
grained interactive neural processes challenges conventional
imaging techniques. The knowledge gap between static and
dynamic processes is, in part, a consequence of neuroimaging
methods that are generally restricted to single individuals,
static tasks and non-verbal responses. Understanding of neural
processes that underlie dynamic coupling between individuals
engaged in interactive tasks requires the development of novel
experimental paradigms, technology and computational meth-
ods. These challenges are largely addressed using functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) that enables simultaneous
acquisitions of brain activity-related signals from two naturally
interacting and verbally communicating individuals. fNIRS is
based on changes in spectral absorbance of both oxyhemoglobin
(OxyHb) and deoxyhemoglobin (deOxyHb) detected by surface-
mounted optodes (Villringer and Chance, 1997; Strangman et al.,
2002; Cui et al., 2011; Ferrari and Quaresima, 2012; Scholkmann
et al., 2014). These hemodynamic signals serve as a proxy for
neural activity similar to hemodynamic signals acquired by
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Ogawa et al.,
1990; Ferrari and Quaresima, 2012; Boas et al., 2014). fNIRS is well
suited for simultaneous neuroimaging of two partners because
head-mounted signal detectors and emitters are tolerant of
limited head movement, and as in fMRI, signal sources are
registered to standard brain coordinates.
Human language systems are typically investigated by fMRI
and employ non-communicative internal thought processes
(covert speech) rather than actual (overt) speaking because of the
deleterious effects of head movement in the scanner. Although
in some cases actual speaking has been achieved during fMRI
(Gracco et al., 2005; Stephens et al., 2010), these studies do
not capture speaking processes as they occur in actual live
interactive dialogue with another person. Neural systems
engaged by actual speaking have, however, been validated using
fNIRS (Scholkmann et al., 2013b; Zhang et al., 2017) and further
extend the technological advantages of fNIRS to the inves-
tigation of neural systems that underlie the neurobiology of
live verbal communication and social interaction (Babiloni and
Astolfi, 2014; García and Ibáñez, 2014; Schilbach, 2014; Pinti et al.,
2015; Hirsch et al., 2017).
Cross-brain neural coherence of hemodynamic signals
originating from fNIRS is established as an objective indicator of
synchrony between two individuals for a wide variety of tasks
performed jointly by dyads. Representative examples include:
coordinated button pressing (Funane et al., 2011), coordinated
singing and humming (Osaka et al., 2015), gestural commu-
nication (Schippers et al., 2010), cooperative memory tasks
(Dommer et al., 2012), and face-to-face unstructured dialogue
(Jiang et al., 2012). Similarly, neural synchrony across brains has
been shown to index levels of interpersonal interaction, includ-
ing cooperative and competitive game playing (Cui et al., 2012;
Liu et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2016; Piva et al., 2017), imitation (Holper
et al., 2012), coordination of speech rhythms (Kawasaki et al.,
2013), leading and following (Jiang et al., 2015), group creativity
(Xue et al., 2018), and social connectedness among intimate
partners using electroencephalography (EEG) (Kinreich et al.,
2017), and fNIRS (Pan et al., 2017). Cross-brain synchrony has
also been shown to increase during real eye-to-eye contact
as compared to mutual gaze at the eyes of a static face
picture (Hirsch et al., 2017). Neural coupling of fNIRS signals
across the brains of speakers and listeners who separately
recited narratives and subsequently listened to the passages
were found to be consistent with comprehension of verbally
transferred information (Liu et al., 2017). These findings also
replicate previous findings using fMRI (Stephens et al., 2010).
All contribute to the advancing theoretical framework for two-
person neuroscience (Cui et al., 2012; Konvalinka and Roepstorff,
2012; Schilbach et al., 2013; Scholkmann et al., 2013a) and
to the emerging proposition that neural coupling between
partners underlies mechanisms for reciprocal interactions
that mediate the transfer of verbal and non-verbal informa-
tion between dyads (Saito et al., 2010; Tanabe et al., 2012;
Koike et al., 2016).
A recently proposed Interactive Brain Hypothesis provides
a general framework by suggesting that natural interactions
engage neural processes not engaged without the interaction
(Di Paolo and De Jaegher, 2012; De Jaegher et al., 2016). This
hypothesis has been previously tested in studies of commu-
nicative pointing. Communicative pointing is a human-specific
gesture that is intended to share information about a visual
item with another person. In one study, neural correlates of
pointing were examined with and without communicative
intent using positron emission tomography, PET, and showed
that pointing when communicating activated the right posterior
superior temporal sulcus and right medial prefrontal cortex in
contrast to pointingwithout communication (De Langavant et al.,
2011). Further, in addition to augmented activity during commu-
nicative gestures, an EEG study found that resonance between
cross-brain signals in the posterior mirror neuron system of
an observer continuously followed subtle temporal changes
in activity of the same region of the sender (Schippers et al.,
2010). This fine-grained temporal interplay between cross-brain
regions is consistent with both coordinated motor planning
functions and synchronized mentalizing during interpersonal
communications based on gestures.
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Fig. 1. (A) Experimental paradigm for the two-person Object Naming & Description task. (B) Right and left hemispheres of a single rendered brain illustrate average
locations (red circles) for the 42 channels identified by number. See Table S1 for group coordinates. (C–F) Signal selection was based on empirical comparison of voxel-
wise contrasts from deOxyHb (left column) and OxyHb (right column) signals without global mean removal (raw, middle row) and with global mean removal using a
high pass spatial filter (filtered, bottom row). Red/yellow indicates [talking > listening], and blue/cyan indicates [listening > talking] with levels of significance indicated
by the color bar on the right. Images include left and right group sagittal views. The three circles shown in panel E (left hemisphere) represent the canonical language
regions: Broca’s area (anterior),Wernicke’s area (posterior) and articulatory motor system (central). These regions are observed for the deOxyHb signals following global
mean removal (Zhang et al., 2016, 2017), but not for the other signal processing approaches, as illustrated in panels C, D and F. This empirical approach supports the
decision to use the deOxyHb signal for this study (n = 58).
Neural systems engaged during live speaking and listening
with intent to communicate are not conventionally differenti-
ated from neural systems engaged during static language func-
tions. However, dyadic observations enable a direct test of the
interactive brain hypothesis during verbal communication by
isolating the effects of interaction using both contrast compar-
isons as well as cross-brain coupling methods. Specifically, in
this studywe predict increases inwithin-brain neural activity for
regions classically associated with language-related functions
and increases in cross-brain coherence during live interactions
involving dynamic speaking and listening.
Experimental methods
The task and stimuli
The verbal task was based on the well-established Object Nam-
ing & Description task frequently employed for clinical applica-
tions using fMRI where mapping of the human language system
is the goal for neurosurgical planning purposes. In fMRI the
task is conventionally performed as covert (silent) speech due
to the deleterious effects of head movement in the scanner. The
patient is asked to imagine producing the speech related to nam-
ing and describing pictured objects. Neural regions activated by
this task have been validated by intraoperative recordings of
Broca’s andWernicke’s areas (Hirsch et al., 2000; Hart et al., 2007).
In Broca’s area, speech is disrupted by the intraoperative stim-
ulation. In Wernicke’s area, paraphasic errors are observed for
naming of objects. These well-defined and objective procedures
routinely serve as functional maps to guide these ‘standard of
care’ neurosurgical procedures. This prior use and validation of
the Object Naming & Description task guided the task selection
and development for this two-person interative study. Stimulus
pictures employed common and unrelated objects selected for
clarity and familiarity.
Experimental paradigm
The time series for the two-person Object Naming & Description
task is shown in Figure 1A. Participant ‘speaker’ and ‘listener’
roles switched every 15 s when a new picture was automatically
presented and viewed by each participant. This exchange
between talking and listening continued for 3 min and was
repeated twice. Participants were occluded from each other
to prevent face-to-face interactions thought to confound the
language-related interaction. The onset of each block was cued
by the appearance of a new picture viewed by both participants.
In the control condition, i.e. no interaction, ‘monologue’, the
speaker named and described the picture. Listener and speaker
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roles switched with each epoch. The interactive task was
identical to the monologue task except that each speaker
responded to the comments of the previous speaker before
describing the new picture. Participants were instructed to
change topics from ‘your partner’s comments about the previous
picture’ to ‘my comments about the newpicture’ near themiddle
of the epoch. The exact time of the topic switchwas not specified
to assure that communication flowed as naturally as possible.
Participants
Sixty-two healthy adult participants (31 dyads) were enrolled
in the study: mean age = 24 ± 6.1, and range, 18–42 years;
57% female, 97% right-handed (Oldfield, 1971). Twenty-seven
dyads provided usable data and four dyads were excluded from
coherence analyses as the fNIRS signals from one partner in
each pair were unusable because of excessive head movement.
However, the four participants without partners and with usable
data were included in single-brain analyses (n = 58). No indi-
vidual participated in more than one dyad. Participants were
screened prior to the experiment to determine eligibility for the
study by performing two tasks: a right-handed finger-thumb-
tapping task and passive viewing of a reversing checkerboard
during acquisition of fNIRS signals. These tasks were selected
because the response patterns are well defined and served as
fiducial markers for signal evaluation. In these experiments,
active and rest epochs were alternated in 15 s blocks for two
3-min runs for each task. If counter correlated deOxyHb and
OxyHb signals were observed in the left motor hand area for
the finger-thumb-tapping task (P < 0.05) and in the bilateral
occipital lobe for the passive viewing task (P < 0.05), then the
participant was eligible for the two-person speaking and lis-
tening experiment. Approximately 30% of possible participants
were not eligible by these criteria and did not participate in the
experiment. This attrition rate is common for adult subjects, as
unknowable factors, such as skull thickness, fat deposits, bone
density and blood chemistry are known to affect fNIRS signal
strength (Owen-Reece et al., 1999; Okada and Delpy, 2003; Cui et
al., 2011). Participant pairs were assigned in order of recruitment
and were either strangers prior to the experiment or casually
acquainted as classmates in order to prevent possible confounds
due to the putative effects of affiliation. Twelve pairs weremixed
gender, 10 were female–female and 5 were male–male. Power
limitations prevented comparisons of dyad gender types.All par-
ticipants provided written informed consent in accordance with
guidelines approved by the Yale University Human Investigation
Committee (HIC #1501015178) and were reimbursed for their
participation.
Experimental setup
Participants were positioned ∼140 cm across a table from each
other and were separated by an occluder (91 × 122 cm white
cardboard) for half of the runs and by two 24-inch monitors
with a 16 × 9 aspect ratio (Asus VG248QE) for the other half
of the runs. In both cases, participants did not have a view of
their partner. Comparisons between the two types of occlud-
ers provided no evidence for differences, and conditions were
combined for data analysis. The experimental room was dimly
lit with fluorescent light.Windows were covered to prevent stray
light in the room, and ‘dark values’ recorded for each channel
on all experiments confirmed the absence of stray light. The
experimental room was dedicated to the fNIRS system, and
adjacent laboratory noise was minimized in order to protect a
distraction-free experimental environment. Experiments were
generally performed during similar time intervals ranging from
early to mid-afternoon in order to reduce sources of variance
that might arise from chronobiological factors related to human
physiology. Video and audio recordings were acquired on all
sessions and confirmed compliance with instructions. Audio
recordings also confirmed the absence of evidence for a differ-
ence in the number of words spoken during the monologue (no
interaction condition) and the interactive conditions.
Signal acquisition
Hemodynamic signals were acquired using a 64-fiber (84-
channel) continuous-wave fNIRS system (Shimadzu LABNIRS,
Kyoto, Japan) configured for hyperscanning of two participants.
Figure 1B illustrates the distribution of 42 channels over both
hemispheres, and this was the same for both participants.
Channel separations were adjusted by individual differences
in head size and were either 2.75 cm for small heads or 3.0 cm
for large heads (Dravida et al., 2017). This assured that emitters
and detectors were optimally placed on the scalp of each subject
regardless of head size. Hemodynamic responses that are based
on the transportation of light through tissue also depend upon
factors including the scattering nature of the tissue, wavelength
of the light, age of the subject and skull thickness. The accuracy
of measured changes has been shown to vary with models of
these effects, referred to as differential pathlength factors (DPFs)
(Scholkmann et al., 2013c). Although DPFs are most commonly
applied to frontal lobe structures, variations in DPF models have
also been shown to improve sensitivity in somatosensory,motor
and occipital regions (Zhao et al., 2002). However, given the
extended head coverage of this study with optodes located in
regions without prior standardization of DPFs, these data were
not adjusted for DPF.
Temporal resolution for signal acquisition was 27 ms. In
the LABNIRS system, three wavelengths of light (780, 805, and
830 nm) are delivered by each emitter. Each detector measures
the absorbance for these wavelengths, which were selected
by the manufacturer for differential absorbance properties
related to blood oxygenation levels. Using the three wavelengths
together, absorption is converted to concentration changes for
deOxyHb, OxyHb, and total combined deOxyHb and OxyHb.
Conversion of absorbance measures to concentration have been
previously described (Matcher, 1995).
Optode localization
Anatomical locations of optodes were determined for each par-
ticipant in relation to standard head landmarks (inion, nasion,
top center (Cz), and left and right tragi) using a Patriot 3D Digi-
tizer (Polhemus, Colchester, VT) and linear transform techniques
(Okamoto and Dan, 2005; Eggebrecht et al., 2012; Ferradal et al.,
2014). Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates for the
channels were obtained using NIRS-SPM (Ye et al., 2009) with
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA), and corresponding anatomi-
cal locations of each channelwere determined.See Figure 1B and
supplementary Table S1 for median group channel centroids.
Channels were further automatically clustered into anatomical
regions based on shared anatomy, and this grouping was
employed for cross-brain coherence analyses. The average
number of channels in each region was 1.68 ± 0.70. Grouping
was achieved by automatic identification of 12 bilateral regions
of interest (ROIs) from the acquired channels, including (i)
angular gyrus (BA39), (ii) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9),
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Fig. 2. Functionally determined ROIs for talking and listening. Monologue and interactive conditions are combined to isolate brain regions associated with talking
(talk > listen), red/yellow colors, and listening (listen > talk), blue colors. Findings are presented on the left hemisphere showing two computational approaches:
channel-wise (left panel, Table 1, P < 0.05) and voxel-wise (right panel, Table 2. See color bar on right). Group deOxyHb signals (n = 58).
(iii) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA46), (iv) pars triangularis
(BA45), (v) supramarginal gyrus (BA40), (vi) fusiform gyrus (BA37),
(vii) middle temporal gyrus (BA21), (viii) superior temporal
gyrus (STG) (BA22), (ix) somatosensory cortex (BA1, 2 and
3), (x) premotor and supplementary motor cortex (BA6), (xi)
subcentral area (SCA) (BA43) and (xii) frontopolar cortex (BA10).
See Supplementary Table S2 for median group region centroids.
Signal processing
Baseline drift was removed using wavelet detrending (NIRS-
SPM). Any channel with strong noise was identified automati-
cally by the root mean square of the raw data when the signal
magnitude was more than 10 times the average signal. These
events are assumed to be due to insufficient optode contact with
the scalp. Approximately 4% of the channels were automatically
excluded based on this criterion.
Global component removal
Systemic global effects (e.g. blood pressure, respiration, and
blood flowvariation) have previously been shown to alter relative
blood hemoglobin concentrations (Kirilina et al., 2012). These
effects are represented in fNIRS signals, raising the possible con-
found of inadvertently measuring hemodynamic responses that
are not due to neuro-vascular coupling (Tachtsidis and Scholk-
mann, 2016). Global components were removed using a principle
components analysis spatial filter (Zhang et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2017) prior to general linear model (GLM) analysis. This
technique exploits advantages of distributed optode coverage to
distinguish signals originating from local sources (assumed to be
specific to the neural events under investigation) by removing
signal components due to global factors that originate from
systemic cardiovascular functions.
Signal selection
Both deOxyHb and OxyHb signals are acquired by fNIRS. The
signal choice for this study was empirically determined by com-
parisons of both signals with respect to language fiducials for
talking (Broca’s area) and listening (Wernicke’s area) using the
total data set combined over both conditions. Both signals were
evaluated using raw (unprocessed) signals (Figure 1, middle row,
C and D) and for signals with the global component removed
using the high-pass spatial filtering (Figure 1, ‘filtered’, bottom
row, E and F). Circled clusters in panel E document left hemi-
sphere canonical language productive (red) and receptive (blue)
fiducial regions not seen for OxyHb signals or raw data of the
other panels. Observation of these fiducial regions for this task
validates the use of ‘filtered’ deOxyHb signals for this study. The
deOxyHb signal associatedwith talking and listening tasks using
fNIRS has also previously been validated (Scholkmann et al.,
2013b; Zhang et al., 2017). Similar comparisons have led to the
use of deOxyHb signals in investigations of conflict (Noah et al.,
2017), signal reliability (Dravida et al., 2017), eye-to-eye contact
(Zhang et al., 2017) and competitive games (Piva et al., 2017). The
deOxyHb signal is characterized by lower signal-to-noise than
the OxyHb signal, accounting for the more prevalent use of the
OxyHb signal. However, validation based on observed fiducial
markers confirms that actual speaking and listening tasks for
this investigation are best represented by the deOxyHb signal
following removal of global mean components and guided the
decision to base findings on the deOxyHb signal.
ROIs
ROIs were determined by contrast effects based on compar-
isons of talking vs listening data combined for both conditions
and determined by voxel-wise and channel-wise signal pro-
cessing approaches. Voxel-wise analysis (Figure 2, right image)
used computational tools conventionally applied to fMRI and
provided themost precise spatial locations of activity using fine-
grained interpolation between the channels. Channel-wise anal-
ysis (Figure 2, left image) provided a discrete report of activity
averaged within each single channel. Channels were adjusted
to cover the same brain regions for all subjects (Zhang et al.,
2017). Each method is discussed below. All ROIs were on the left
hemisphere.
ROIs by voxel-wise contrast comparisons
The 42-channel fNIRS data sets per subject were reshaped into
3D volume images for the first-level GLM analysis using SPM8.
Beta values (i.e. signal amplitudes) were normalized to standard
MNI space using linear interpolation.Any voxel thatwas≥1.8 cm
away from the brain surface was excluded. The computational
mask consisted of 3753 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxels that ‘tiled’ the
shell region covered by the 42 channels. Anatomical variation
across subjects was used to generate the distributed response
maps. This approach provided a spatial resolution advantage
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Table 1. Regions of interest: all conditions, channel-wise GLM contrast comparisons (deOxyHb signals)
Contrast Channel
number
MNI coordinatesa t P Anatomical regions in area BAb Probabilityc
X Y Z
[Talk > listen] 24 −62 −4 37 1.86 0.034 Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.98
34 −60 16 6 2.01 0.025 STGd 22 0.21
Pars opercularis 44 0.37
Pars triangularis 45 0.31
40 −65 −1 −6 2.30 0.013 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.71
STG 22 0.29
[Listen > talk] 42 −68 −42 −4 −2.20 0.016 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.81
STG 22 0.19
30 −68 −40 24 −2.21 0.016 STG 22 0.32
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.65
36 −69 −30 14 −1.82 0.037 STG 22 0.41
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.14
Auditory primary and association cortex 42 0.46
37 −66 −52 6 −1.87 0.033 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.56
STG 22 0.43
aCoordinates are based on the MNI system and (−x) indicates left hemisphere; bBA, Brodmann area; cProbability of inclusion; dSTG, Superior Temporal Gyrus.
achieved by interpolation across participants and between chan-
nels.Results are presented on the normalized brain using images
rendered on a standardized MNI template. See Figure 2, right
image, and Table 1. Anatomical locations of peak voxel activity
were identified using NIRS-SPM (Ye et al., 2009).
ROIs by channel-wise contrast comparisons
Although voxel-wise analysis offers precise estimates of spatial
localization by virtue of interpolated activity computed from
spatially distributed signals, this method provides a highly
processed description of the data. Here, we take advantage
of the discrete actual spatial sampling of fNIRS by using
separate channels as the fundamental unit of analysis. Channel
locations for each subject were converted to MNI space and
registered to median locations using non-linear interpolation.
Once in normalized space, comparisons across conditions were
based on discrete channel units as originally acquired rather
than interpolated voxel units. See Figure 2, left image, and
Table 2.
All reported findings were observed with both analyses
and served to identify the ROIs employed in this study. These
regions are consistent with expectations of the Object Naming
& Description task as determined for neurosurgical applications
using covert speech and fMRI (Hirsch et al., 2000) and current
models of human language systems (Gabrieli et al., 1998;
Binder et al., 2000; Price, 2012; Hagoort, 2014; Poeppel, 2014;
Abel et al., 2015). Specifically, for talking (productive language),
active regions included left hemisphere pars opercularis, pars
triangularis and inferior frontal gyrus, as well as left hemisphere
primary, pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex (Tables 1
and 2, top rows). For listening (receptive language), active
regions included left hemisphere, STG, supramarginal gyrus,
primary and association auditory cortex and fusiform gyrus
(Tables 1 and 2, bottom rows). Together, observed ROIs include
canonical regions for ‘sending’ and ‘receiving’ language-
related information and provide an empirical and conventional
framework to test the hypothesis that neural systems recruited
in interactive talking and listening are distinguished from
those employed in non-interactive (monologue) talking and
listening.
Wavelet analysis for cross-brain effects
Cross-brain synchrony (coherence) was evaluated using wavelet
analysis (Torrence and Compo, 1998; Cui et al., 2011). The wavelet
kernal was a complex Gaussian (Mexican hat-shaped kernal)
provided byMATLAB.The number of octaveswas 4 and the range
of frequencies was 0.4 to 0.025 Hz. The number of voices per
octave was also 4, and therefore 16 scales were used for which
the wavelength difference was 2.5 s. Methodological details and
validation of this technique have been previously described
(Zhang et al., 2017). The analysis was conducted by using con-
catenated segments of the same kind (talking and listening)
and coherence values were averaged across the whole data
time series, i.e. associated with consecutive and alternating
talking and listening tasks. This approach provided a measure-
ment of non-symmetric coupled dynamics (Hasson and Frith,
2016), where the listener’s neural signals were synchronized
with the speaker’s neural signals representing predictable trans-
formations between the two brains. Signals acquired from the
predefined anatomical regions (Supplementary Table S2) were
decomposed into various temporal frequencies that were cor-
related across the two brains for each dyad following removal
of the task regressor as is conventional for psychophysiological
interaction analysis (Friston et al., 1997). Analysis of the residual
signal according to this technique theoretically eliminates the
correlated and anticorrelated effects induced by different tasks
such as talking and listening performed simultaneously within
specified blocks of time. Here we apply the residual signal to
investigate effects other than the main task-induced effect. For
example, cross-brain coherence of multiple signal components
(wavelets) is thought to provide an indication of dynamic cou-
pling processes rather than task-specific processes. Coherence
during speaking and listening exchanges were compared for the
two conditions: with andwithout interpersonal interaction. This
analysis was also applied to scrambled (random pairs) of dyads
to control for possible effects of common processes.
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Table 2. Regions of interest: all conditions, voxel-wise GLM contrast comparisons (deOxyHb signals)
Contrast Contrast
threshold
Peak Voxels Anatomical regions in cluster BAc Probability n of
voxels
MNI coordinatesa t P dfb
[Talk >
listen]
P = 0.05 −56 4 −4 2.77 0.0038 56 STGd 22 0.39 660
Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.34
Temporopolar area 38 0.15
64 −16 −6 2.44 0.0089 56 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.76 133
Superior temporal gyrus 22 0.20
−64 0 16 2.16 0.0175 56 Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.34 131
STG 22 0.22
Pars opercularis 44 0.15
SCA 43 0.14
−58 0 40 3.51 0.0004 56 Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.75 809
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 9 0.14
56 2 44 3.06 0.0017 56 Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.73 684
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 9 0.13
[Listen >
talk]
P = 0.05 −70 −26 12 −3.17 0.0012 56 STG 22 0.36 739
Primary and association auditory cortex 42 0.33
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.11
68 −44 10 −3.62 0.0003 56 STG 22 0.67 254
Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.25
aCoordinates are based on the MNI system and (−) indicates left hemisphere; bdf , degrees of freedom; cBA, Brodmann area; dSTG, Superior Temporal Gyrus.
Results
Statistical comparisons of ROIs between monologue
and interactive conditions
According to the functionally defined regions (Figure 3), the
receptive (listening) function, Wernicke’s ROI, included channel
numbers 30, 36, 37, and 42 and the productive (talking) function,
Broca’s ROI, included channel numbers 34, 40, and 24 (see
inset illustrations and x-axis). Group-averaged signal strength
is shown on the y-axis. Statistical comparisons between the
two conditions of monologue and interactive (Figure 3) are
shown for each of the two ROIs: Broca’s area, left panel, red
bar; and Wernicke’s area, right panel, blue bar. The horizontal
dotted line indicates equal average signal strength for the two
conditions: monologue and interactive and interactive signal
strength greater than monologue signal strength is a positive
y-value. The average interactive signal exceeded the average
monologue signal (P < 0.04, t = 2.07, d = 57) for Wernicke’s ROI
(right panel), and there was no evidence for a difference between
monologue and interactive conditions for Broca’s ROI (left panel).
Figure S1 presents the individual subject scatter plots associated
with this bar graph for further clarification.
In addition to the average signal strength comparisons above,
we also compare the cluster sizes for each of the ROIs for the
channel-wise and voxel-wise analyses. The anatomical ‘heat
maps’ for interactive and non-interactive (monologue) condi-
tions are shown on Figure 4A and B, respectively. In the case
of cluster sizes for activity associated with the [listen > talk-
ing] (blue) condition, the cluster size increases from one chan-
nel in the monologue condition to five adjacent channels in
the interactive condition. These results are similar to the com-
parison of the number of voxels in the voxel-wise analysis.
Tables 3 (channel-wise, monologue) and 4 (voxel-wise mono-
logue) and 5 (channel-wise, interaction), and 6 (voxel-wise, inter-
action) provide the cluster/channel locations, anatomical labels,
and statistical reports for these findings and further document
that Wernicke’s area was most responsive to the interactive
condition.
Comparison of cross-brain coherence between
monologue and interactive conditions
A component of Wernicke’s area, the Superior Temporal Gyrus
(STG), and the Subcentral Area (SCA) increased cross-brain
coherence during the interactive condition. Specifically, left and
right hemispheres of STG (brain 1) were coupled with the left
and right hemispheres of the SCA (brain 2) and vice versa.
Temporal oscillations of hemodynamic signals decomposed
into wavelet components (Figure 5, x-axis) are plotted against
the correlation between the signals of partners acquired while
engaged in the joint task of talking and listening (y-axis).
Cross-brain coherence was greater for the interactive (red)
than the monologue (blue) condition for wavelet components
between 8 and 14 s for actual partners, shown on the left
panel (P < 0.01), Figure 5A. However, for scrambled partners (i.e.
randomly paired with every other participant except the
original partner, right panel, Figure 5B), there was no difference.
No other pairs of regions met these statistical criteria and
control conditions. The neuroanatomy of the coherent pairs
are illustrated in Figure 5C.
Discussion
Although interpersonal interaction is an essential and evolu-
tionarily conserved human behavior, insight into the underlying
neurobiology is sparse. Investigations of interactions between
two freely behaving individuals are typically beyond conven-
tional neuroimaging capabilities, which are generally limited
to single subjects, intolerant of head movement and restricted
to confined and loud environments. In this study, we intro-
duce a solution to many of these limitations using functional
near infrared spectroscopy with whole-head surface-mounted
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Fig. 3. Statistical comparisons of signal amplitudes for Broca’s and Wernicke’s
ROIs. Channels more active during listening are represented in blue (inset brain)
and were associated with Wernicke’s ROI (right panel), and channels more
active during talking are represented in red (inset brain) and were associated
with Broca’s ROI (left panel) and are in accordance with classical models of
speech reception and production, respectively. Differences in signal strength
between the interactive and monologue conditions are indicated on the y-axis,
and the colored bars (±SEM) indicate the respective conditions. In the case of
Wernicke’s ROI, signals during the Interactive condition were increased relative
to monologue (P = 0.04, right panel), whereas there was no evidence for a
difference between the two conditions in Broca’s ROI. (deOxyHb signal, n = 58).
See scatterplot (Supplementary Material, Figure 1).
detectors that permit simultaneous dual-brain imaging in nat-
ural interactive conditions. Prior interactive investigations using
EEG signals have also established a foundation for cross-brain
investigations without the disadvantages of conventional scan-
ningwith functionalMRI.This novel systemandparadigm repre-
sents a growing shift from the single-brain to a dual-brain frame
of reference that enables direct observations of neural signals
and coupled dynamics between interacting dyads.
Summary of contrast and coherence findings
The hypotheses that regional neural activity and cross-brain
coherence of canonical language areas is modulated by inter-
personal interaction was tested in this study by the compar-
ison of two verbal communication conditions, interactive and
monologue (non-interactive). Although participants sat across a
table from each other, they were occluded from each other so
that facial expressions and body gestures were not a part of the
interaction. Further, participants were not acquainted with each
other prior to the experiment, which was intended to eliminate
possible effects of affiliation.
Increased contrast-based neural activity was associated with
the interactive task within the temporal language receptive ROI,
Wernicke’s area (including the posterior STG), and this region
was also associated with cross-brain coherence. However, no
evidence supported the hypothesis for Broca’s area. Taking
a cautionary point of view, an effect of interaction might be
expected based on general features of the task differences
such as non-specific increased task difficulty, memory load,
attention, arousal, etc. However, these factors would be expected
to influence both frontal and temporal regions. Here we
observe modulations only in the posterior sectors consistent
with specific effects of interaction associated with receptive
systems.
Cross-brain coherence is taken as an indicator of dynamic
coupling between cooperating neural systems engaged in recip-
rocal exchanges of information. Cross-brain coherence for sig-
nals originating within the STG (a subset of Wernicke’s area)
and the SCA increased during verbal exchanges with inter-
active narratives as compared to verbal exchanges with non-
interactive, monologue, narratives. Although it was predicted
that Wernicke’s area would be one of the regions associated
with cross-brain coherence, the region dynamically coupledwith
Wernicke’s area, the SCA, is not a canonical language region.This
finding is consistent with a model for a distinct communicative
interaction mechanism that facilitates live interactive commu-
nications although the findings suggest that language systems
may participate.
A functional role for the SCA
Although the STG is a well-established component ofWernicke’s
area, the canonical language region generally associated with
receptive functions, the SCA (BA43), is not associated with
a well-defined function. This area is formed by the union
of the pre- and post-central gyri at the inferior end of the
central sulcus in face-sensitive topography, with internal
projections that extend into the supramarginal area over the
inner surface of the operculum with a medial boundary at
the insular cortex (Brodmann and Garey, 1999). The finding of
cross-brain coupling between the STG and the SCA suggests
a functional role for the SCA within a nexus of neural
mechanisms associated with receiving and processing live
social content. Consistent with this interpretation, the SCA was
also found to be active during real eye-to-eye contact between
interacting partners compared to mutual gaze at a face picture
(Hirsch et al., 2017). The discovery of a role for the SCA in
cross-brain neural coupling during non-symmetrical (simulta-
neous talking and listening) verbal interactions advances the
hypothesis of a specific neural substrate that underlies the
coupled dynamics between speech comprehension and speech
production.
A pathway for cross-brain interaction
Coupled neural activity, as represented by the hemodynamic
signal of both the listener and the speaker (non-symmetrical
neural coupling, Hasson & Frith, 2016), reflects a similarly
synchronous temporal neural pattern during interaction in the
range of 8–14 seconds. This speaker–listener neural coupling
reveals a shared neural substrate across interlocutors (Hasson
et al., 2012). The observed findings are consistent with this
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Fig. 4. Contrast effects. Contrast findings for monologue (A, top row) and interactive (B, bottom row) conditions are presented based on two computational approaches:
channel-wise (left, P < 0.05) and voxel-wise (right, P < 0.05). The numbers in the circles indicate the channels. Red and blue colors indicate contrasts [talk > listen]
and [listen > talk], respectively. Tables 3 and 4 and Tables 5 and 6 include the monologue and interactive conditions, respectively, and indicate channels and clusters,
anatomical labels, Brodmann Area (BA), probability of inclusion and statistical levels (deOxyHb signal, n = 58).
Table 3. Channel-wise GLM contrast comparisons (deOxyHb signals), monologue
Contrast Channel
number




22 −59 −14 48 0.013 2.30 Primary somatosensory cortex 1 0.085
Primary somatosensory cortex 2 0.066
Primary somatosensory cortex 3 0.206
Primary motor cortex 4 0.143
Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.500
24 −62 −4 37 0.003 2.88 Primary motor cortex 4 0.021
Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.979
34 −60 16 6 0.036 1.84 Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.016
STGd 22 0.211
Pars opercularis 44 0.372
Pars triangularis 45 0.306
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 0.095
40 −65 −1 −6 0.031 1.91 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.707
STG 22 0.286
Temporopolar area 38 0.007
Monologue
[listen > talk]
30 −68 −40 24 0.046 −1.71 STG 22 0.323
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.652
Primary and association auditory cortex 42 0.025
aCoordinates are based on the MNI system and (−) indicates left hemisphere; bBA, Brodmann area; dSTG, Superior Temporal Gyrus.
conjecture and advance evidence for a specific cross-brain
neural substrate (STG and SCA) that processes or transforms the
exchanged neural information within a specific temporal range.
Thismodel also proposes that dynamic coupling is amechanism
by which social information is shared between the receiver
and sender (Hasson and Frith, 2016). Accordingly, in this case,
the coupled neural signals observed in this study theoretically
reflect neural transformations of the individual speaker’s and
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Table 4. Voxel-wise GLM contrast comparisons (deOxyHb signals), monologue
Contrast Contrast
threshold
Peak voxels Anatomical regions in cluster BAc Probability n of
voxels
MNI coordinatesa t P dfb
Monologue
[talk > listen]
P = 0.05 −62 −2 36 3.81 0.0002 56 Pre-motor and supplementary motor
cortex
6 0.75 1575
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 9 0.14
66 −26 −8 2.39 0.0102 56 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.77 134
STGd 22 0.16
8 54 40 3.27 0.0009 56 Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 9 0.58 156
Frontal eye fields 8 0.27
Frontopolar area 10 0.15
56 2 42 3.29 0.0009 56 Pre-motor and supplementary motor
cortex
6 0.72 824
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 9 0.17
Monologue
[listen > talk]
P = 0.05 −64 −36 −8 −2.67 0.0049 56 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.84 185
70 −44 8 −3.10 0.0015 56 STG 22 0.65 197
Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.32
68 −44 10 −2.54 0.0069 56 STG 22 0.67 158
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.18
Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.14
aCoordinates are based on the MNI system and (−) indicates left hemisphere; bdf , degrees of freedom; cBA, Brodmann area; dSTG, Superior Temporal Gyrus.
Table 5. Channel-wise GLM contrast comparisons (deOxyHb signals), interactive
Contrast Channel
number




34 −60 16 6 0.030 1.91 Pre-motor and supplementary motor cortex 6 0.016
STGd 22 0.211
Pars opercularis 44 0.372
Pars triangularis 45 0.306
Inferior Frontal gyrus 47 0.095
40 −65 −1 −6 0.007 2.55 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.707
STG 22 0.286
Temporopolar area 38 0.007
Interactive
[listen > talk]
30 −68 −40 24 0.009 −2.45 STG 22 0.323
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.652
Primary and association auditory cortex 42 0.025
31 −60 −62 24 0.034 −1.85 Visual cortex (V3) 19 0.046
STG 22 0.194
Angular gyrus 39 0.616
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.144
36 −69 −30 14 0.026 −1.99 STG 22 0.407
Supramarginal gyrus 40 0.135
Primary and association auditory cortex 42 0.456
SCA 43 0.003
37 −66 −52 6 0.015 −2.23 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.560
STG 22 0.427
Fusiform gyrus 37 0.013
42 −68 −42 −4 0.009 −2.42 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.808
STG 22 0.189
Fusiform gyrus 37 0.003
aCoordinates are based on the MNI system and (−) indicates left hemisphere; bBA, Brodmann area; dSTG, Superior Temporal Gyrus.
listener’s neural patterns. We speculate that these putative
‘on-line’ neural transformations mediate and, perhaps, regulate
the continuously adapting stream of interactive information. If
so, then thismodel predicts an increase in cross-brain coherence
between STG and the SCA with increased interactive cues
(information). The functional significance of these effects is yet
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Table 6. Voxel-wise GLM Contrast comparisons (deOxyHb signals), Interactive
Contrast Contrast
threshold
Peak voxels Anatomical regions in cluster BAc Probability n of voxels
MNI coordinatesa t P dfb
Interactive
[talk > listen]
P = 0.05 −62 6 −4 3.15 0.0013 56 Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.36 658
STGd 22 0.35
Temporopolar area 38 0.13
−58 0 40 3.11 0.0015 56 Pre-motor and supplementary motor
cortex
6 0.77 514
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 9 0.16





p = 0.05 −68 −44 10 −3.57 0.0004 56 STG 22 0.64 1132
Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.27
68 −44 10 −3.77 0.0002 56 STG 22 0.67 474
Middle temporal gyrus 21 0.25
aCoordinates are based on the MNI system and (−) indicates left hemisphere; bdf , degrees of freedom; cBA, Brodmann area; dSTG, Superior Temporal Gyrus.
to be determined but predictably influence functions related to
the quality of communication such as comprehension, arousal,
social judgments and decision-making.
Dynamic coupling of real and ‘scrambled’ partners
Comparison of coherence between actual partners (Figure 5A)
and scrambled partners (Figure 5B) distinguishes between two
possible interpretations: (i) cross-brain correlations are due to
similar operations performed by both partners or (ii) cross-brain
correlations are due to events specific to the partner interactions.
If the coherence between a pair of brain areas remains signif-
icantly different for the interactive and monologue conditions
during the scrambled cases, then we conclude in favor of com-
mon processes. If, however, the coherence difference between
the dyads is observed for actual partners only, then we conclude
in favor of the interaction-specific option. Cross-brain coherence
was found to be greater during the interactive condition than
the monologue condition for the real partners and not for the
scrambled partners and is taken as support for option 2: cross-
brain correlations are due to events specific to the partner inter-
actions. These findings also advance an approach for analysis
of brain-to-brain coupling using localized wavelets that takes
into account the different time scales of putative parallel neural
processes and their origins.
Neural processes sensitive to the demands of social
interaction and cautionary notes
We predicted increased language-specific neural activity asso-
ciated with social interaction. Although this hypothesis was
supported for left hemisphere regions associated with listening
(receptive regions consistent with Wernicke’s area), there was
no evidence for either contrast-based (GLM) or coherence-based
(wavelet analysis) interaction-modulated activity in the frontal
language production ROIs, classically known as Broca’s region.
This region includes the supplementary motor cortex (articula-
tory system), the left inferior frontal gyrus as well as the anterior
STG (also part of Broca’s area). The anterior STG, in particular,
has recently been shown to be susceptible to possible artifacts
from muscle activity during speaking tasks (Morais et al., 2017).
In this investigation there was no effect of interaction in any
of the frontal regions including the anterior STG. However, the
possibility of a type-II error cannot be ruled out, i.e. a positive
true resultmight not be detected by the analysis due to amotion-
related artifact. The same null findingwas also observed in other
frontal regions known to be associated with speech production
and Broca’s area including the inferior frontal gyrus and the sup-
plementary motor cortex. These areas have not been associated
with a putative artifact due to muscle movement during speak-
ing. Further, if due to artifact, observations of activity would
also be expected on the right hemisphere as well. The right
hemisphere showed no significant activity for these contrasts
consistent with true findings.
It is well established that the use of real speech as well
as inner speech in fNIRS studies can be complicated by
changes in hemodynamics and oxygenation (Scholkmann et
al., 2013a; Scholkmann et al., 2013c). In this study, there was
no evidence for a difference in the number or character of
words spoken in either condition suggesting that differences
in oxygenation efforts would not differ systematically. Thus,
observed interaction effects were most likely due to factors
other than changes in end-tidal CO2. In light of these challenges,
however, we completed a ‘proof-of-principle’ experiment
prior to this study documenting the validity of the deOxyHb
signal and the live speaking techniques. This previous study
confirmed reliable observations of known fiducial language
regions that were subsequently applied in this investigation
(Zhang et al., 2017).
Relevance to models of developmental disorders
These findings are relevant to models of language and social
interaction deficits reported in developmental disorders such as
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Comparisons of neural activity
for ASD and typically developing children acquired during pas-
sive listening to recorded speech reveal reductions in activation
of the STG (Wernicke’s region) in ASD (Lai et al., 2011). Although
the findings may suggest that language deficits in ASD are
associated with disrupted linguistic comprehension, in view of
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Fig. 5. Cross-brain coherence. Signal coherence between the STG and SCA of participant dyads (y-axis) is plotted against the wavelet components (seconds, x-axis). The
functions represent interactive (red) and monologue (blue) conditions (shaded areas: ±1 SEM). Bar graphs along x-axis indicate significance levels for the separations
between the two conditions for each of the period values on the x-axis. The upper horizontal dashed line indicates P ≤ 0.01 and the lower line indicates P ≤ 0.05. Panel
A shows coherence between actual partners, and panel B shows coherence between scrambled partners. The coherence for periods (wavelet components) between 8
and 14 s is greater for the interactive condition than for monologue in the case of the actual partners (P < 0.01). There is no difference between the coherence functions
for interactive and monologue conditions in the case of the scrambled partners. (deOxyHb signals, n = 27 pairs). C. A graphical illustration of the coupled brain areas,
STG to SCA, during simultaneous talking and listening epoch pairs.
the dual-brain interactive findings of this study, an alternative
hypothesis emerges that hypoactivity of the temporal–parietal
complex may be associated with social interaction disabilities.
Together, these findings shed new light on the investigations of
language and social disabilities. Impairments related to interper-
sonal interactions may also be associated with specific neuro-
physiological sub-systems dedicated to cross-brain interactions
that intersect with the language system. This hypothesis sug-
gests a novel future direction for investigation.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
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